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Instinctive Thoughts

Ms. Restina James
Assistant Professor, Business Communication

Chair Learning Academy
 

English to Business English
“Now this is the transition that any student needs to make as they enter a B School”

“English has been the second language in all the phases of my education be it in school or
college. Moreover, it isn’t a new subject that I have to acquire as the entirely new subjects like
financial management, strategy and branding etc. that I have to learn from basics. So, I can sail
with my convent English and my spoken English” is what any student feels and thinks.
But fortunately or unfortunately English differs according to the context of its usage is what we
need to make these students understand. 
If one desires to become a business professional, then one needs to speak like one. There are
phrases and words specifically used in business context. Some professionals even use business
idioms to communicate their thoughts casually. If one fails to comprehend the subtle message
behind these phrases, then there is possibility of you being left out of the conversation. 
Knowing and using the appropriate business phrases and vocabulary would not only help you to
communicate better but also get the attention of people and make people value your inputs.
Business English includes lots of expressions like ‘back to square one’, ‘by the book’, ‘in full
swing’, ‘learn the ropes’, ‘red tape’, ‘take the bull by the horns’, and many more. We might have
come across them or have never heard of such phrases. It depends on our exposure to the usage
of such English or the environment in which we grew.
 “So how do I get hold of them, Should I memorise 100 such vocabulary every day?” might be
the question. Of course not. You cannot, if you do, you won’t remember when required actually.
 
LISTEN, OBSERVE, IMITATE…. Follow these meticulously

Business English Site - this website is an amazing starting place for learners of business English.
It includes exercises for vocabulary training, grammar quizzes and listening and reading
comprehension questions. These will improve your listening skills and also your general
knowledge. It will surely help you develop your critical thinking skills and make you a proactive
business learner. 
Observe and Imitate the inputs you acquire from the exercises. Make a conscious effort of
utilising them in your day to day conversations and you would see the transition. 
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I am really grateful to share my testimony. I have been in the Banking

Industry for the past 13 years. This journey starts from the reputed

Institution- JIM, where I did my master in business administration in the

year 2007 - 2009. I belong to the pioneer batch (first batch of JIM).When I

was pursuing my 1st year MBA, I was given a lot of chances to learn how

to plan and shape my future career. I took part in a state level inter college

competition and got the Best Manager Award -2008. This experience gave

me the interest to join the Banking Industry. Before completing my MBA

program I was able to get 5 Job offers from different companies, but I

selected The Federal Bank . Presently I am heading the Rasipuram Federal

Bank branch. I owe my skills and motivation to JIM.

Thanks to JIM for giving me this opportunity to express myself.

Vijay Prabhu C
Branch Manager 
The Federal Bank

Rasipuram Tamilnadu
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Alumni

I am Subathra working as an Accountant in JIM. It is hard to believe that I

work as the Accountant in such a reputed institution. Though I am good at

accounts I am just a beginner yet, JIM management trusted me and gave

this valuable opportunity. I am privileged to work and learn here. It gives

me pride to be called as an employee of this Institution. The work

atmosphere in JIM is very peaceful. There is a lot to learn from everyone

here. My colleagues, professors and specially the fathers (Fr. Director and

Fr. Administrator) have been my source of learning every day. Everybody

is treated well and equal here. The management has extended its support to

learners like me by providing educational support; I am doing an advanced

course in Accounting. I am grateful to JIM. I pray that JIM becomes one of

the top Best B-School of India in Future.

Ms. S. Subathra
Accountant
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Is it easy being a leader?

 It all starts with a big question mark. Not every time an opportunity knocks on your door but once
it starts and you open, then there is challenge every second. Overcoming all challenges that come
our way during this will mold us into a good responsible leader in the society. This is what I learnt
in JIM.
 
One who takes a leadership role must be a role model for others only then others will respect the
person, is what I believed. A good leader should create a path to success not only for him but also
for his followers. In a critical situation, a leader must stay calm and take a quick decision to solve
the problem instead of waiting for somebody to come and help. In leadership, what you do in a
critical situation says a lot about how you exercise your power. These are some leadership
principles that I ardently follow.

 Being a leader every second will teach you how you should behave? How to talk to each other?
How you can handle the situation? All your mistakes are learnings. If you’re a new leader, you
probably feel a burning desire to be liked and accepted by your team. It’s human nature. You need
to win people’s approval, keep them happy, and demonstrate all the desirable attributes of a great
leader now that is a huge responsibility. Nobody has ever said that being a leader is easy.
Becoming a successful leader is actually synonymous of becoming the best version of yourself –
it’s that simple and also that difficult. As John Maxwell once said “A leader is one who knows the
way, goes the way, and shows the way”.

 I am a class representative. I am the leader for 60 brilliant minds of JIM. Now if you ask me is it
easy to be the leader….  I would say I have many learnings, and I walk the way with the learnings.
JIM has provided me the spirit and attitude to carry the torch to lead, and I am happy to be a
responsible leader.

Luman Daniel
21PBA255 

 



Has India become cashless in transactions?
   
This month, in JIM asks, we have conducted a survey on what percentage of India has become
cashless in transactions. Majority of people’s choice was either 30-40% or above 50%.
Specifically, people's choice was 30-40% of economy being cashless in transactions.
    

 

 

    On November 8, 2016, India went through demonetization by abolishing high-value currency
overnight. Fuelled by the pandemic and the ensuring lockdown, the overall bank notes printing
volume has reduced by 13% and the money circulation has declined by 23.3%. Private players
such as Google Pay, Amazon Pay, Paytm, Phone Pay and even WhatsApp Pay have also seen a
surge in activity.

This has led to the emergence of a plan that aspires to leapfrog the 1.3 billion population of cash
generation from a ‘less paper’, ‘less people’, ‘less cash’ and ‘less friction’ banking environment
to a truly ‘paperless’, ‘people-less’, ‘frictionless’ and ‘cashless’ environment. India has an
advanced market infrastructure, banking technology infrastructure, and networking
infrastructure. With a continued innovation, a truly cashless economy is imminent and inevitable.
It is clear that the Digital India Program has been the lynchpin to a fully cashless society. The
government, businesses, and the end consumers will benefit from this. 

 
“Cashless India is the future India” 
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Aelen Liana  E 
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WATER ADULTERATION

More than 40 million litres of wastewater run straight into India's lakes, rivers, and ocean every
day, with around 70% of effluent going untreated. Groundwater eventually becomes tainted with
this toxic water. As a result, effective waste management and sewage pollution are impossible,
also it is disrupting the irrigation system.

Two months after monsoon, the floods strand the aqueduct in the canal, there is decrease in water
flow, which reveals the level of pollution in the rivers passing through the city. Changes in water
color, odor, and foaming are among the other issues with rivers near public areas.

Water supplies becomes dangerous to consume, cook, clean, swim in, or perform other tasks
when chemical contamination occurs. All types of pollutants ultimately end up in the water. A
subterranean stream, a river, and eventually the ocean can all be contaminated. Waste placed on
an empty lot might therefore ultimately contaminate an entire water source.

Everyone recognizes the importance of having access to clean water. However, a variety of the
activities we do can cause water contamination in many ways, this is a realization but none feel
the responsibility. By taking specific actions at home first and then in the community, you may
safeguard water in a number of simple and affordable ways. Let’s think to change.

Social Cause 
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Glady Winslet E
22PBA208



       September is typically thought to be the worst month for stocks, and this year it became true.
Over the last fortnight, the market sentiment has changed from bullish to bearish. The Nifty fell
back to 17,000 levels and the BSE Sensex fell to 57,000 levels. Most major sectors moved lower:
pharmaceuticals, IT, metals, autos, and financial services were the most important bottom
movers. As of September 28, the pharma (-2.56), bank (-0.26), and USD/INR exchange rates had
all surpassed 81. What's causing the market to decline with so much negativity? This article
gives the answer to that. The Indian stock exchange peaked in October 2021. The Nifty was
trading just above 18,500 at that point. Investors were able to believe forecasts of Nifty 20,000.
But that didn’t happen, instead, the stock exchange has been hit by a series of events that could
send it into a full-fledged bear market. Why is the stock market falling? Let’s list them 

Rising Interest Rates - Central banks around the world have not begun to aggressively raise
interest rates. That changed with the US Fed’s rate hike, taking it up to 0.75%. As interest rates
rise, investors will shift money out of equities and into fixed-income assets. This process has
already begun and is probably going to accelerate further.

FII Selling - The market has become relentless because of the sales by FIIs. As of October 2021,
more than 3.5 lakh crore must be sold. This is another reason for collapses in the Indian market.

US Recession - The recession within the US is the talk of the town. This makes the investor
think that if the US is experiencing a recession, there could be a global recession. This fear again
has been driving markets down. But on the positive side, this gives an excellent chance for
investors to shop for stocks in the long term. 

DO YOU KNOW?

September effect:
       The September effect refers to the historically weak stock exchange returns observed on
average, going back nearly a century. Because September may be a month to offset children's
schooling costs, tax losses, and since investors expect the September Effect to happen, market
psychology takes hold and sentiment turns negative to align with those expectations.
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          Cloud computing is a systematic process of storing and accessing the data and computing
services. Cloud computing doesn’t store any data in personal computer.  It is the application for
computer servers, data storage, databases and networking. It allows us to access the data from
many devices. Example: Amazon web service (AWS) is owned by the amazon. Amazon
provides on-demand cloud computing platforms and APIs to individuals, companies and
governments, on a metered pay-as you-go basis. Likewise, we have to incorporate the
technology.

      If the server is down or if there are excessive traffic bugs it must be fixed immediately or else
the entire system would be down. This can be rectified using cloud computing by providing the
necessary servers to the company to run and pay for what they used.
     
 Cloud computing has made work easy for the companies as it benefits the IT department by
reducing data storage and maintenance cost. The companies can now start focusing on the
operations of the other departments.
                              
                 Overall advantages of using cloud computing are data security, backup and restoration
of data, improved collaboration, excellent accessibility, low maintenance cost, services pay per
use and unlimited storage capacity. This helps to reduce operational issues and increase team
collaboration. Cloud Computing will definitely take over the future technology.
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Business Trends

Arun Ramanan V K
22PBA157
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Know Your Domain

These are some of the fundamentals of Strategic Management :

Industry 4.0 refers to the total transformation of industry through the intelligent
networking of machines and processes with the help of information and
communication technology (ICT)

Smart manufacturing is a broad concept; a combination of various technologies
and solutions which collectively, if implemented in a manufacturing ecosystem, is
termed as smart manufacturing. Some of the prominent enablers are Artificial
intelligence, Blockchain in manufacturing, Internet of things, Robotics, Cyber
security to name a few.

Value chain analysis is a tool that business owners use to break down each process
their business uses. This analysis is mainly used to improve the business’s
individual processes to establish a competitive advantage over others.

VRIO framework is the tool used to analyze firm’s internal resources and
capabilities to find out if they can be a source of sustained competitive advantage.
Term VRIO stands for value, rarity, imitability and organization.

SOAR is a 2 x 2 matrix tool, and while it shares the Strengths and Opportunities
quadrants of a SWOT Analysis, it does away from the negative Threats and
Weaknesses and instead opts for focusing on Aspirations and Results. 

Long PESTLE is an extension of PESTLE – Apart from political, economic, social,
technological, legal and environmental considers the impact of Local, National and
Global contexts.

Dr. P.Jega Patrick
Dean - Academics, Associate

Professor
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https://www.jim.ac.in/page.php?id=59&fid=JIM2003
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@ JIM

Teacher’s Day was celebrated on 5th September 2022. JIM
students honoured the teaching faculty and non-teaching
staff with gifts. Games and colourful programs made the
teacher’s day more engaging and meaningful. 

A two day ICSSR sponsored National Seminar on the theme
“The Indian Economy and Business Since Independence” was
organized by St. Joseph’s Institute of Management on 9th and
10th September 2022. It was in accomplishment of ICSSR
sponsored ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’ initiative. 

To ensure health and safety of students, general Health check-
up was conducted for I MBA students on 12th September. Staff
from Child Jesus Hospital Trichy visited the campus to
administer the tests. 
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JIM organises CEO of the month, a forum for students and faculty of JIM to
interact with a corporate personnel to understand the requirements and
dynamics of business world. Mr. Anil Peter Monteiro, a Transformational
Leadership Coach, a Business Mentor, a Facilitator and the proud Founder of
Monteiiros was invited to share his expertise on 13th September 2022.

A Mock Interview for II MBA engaging External Experts
(10) with a good blend of youth and experienced, combination
of IT, Manufacturing and Banking sectors, was conducted on
17th September 2022. The Interviewers evaluated the students
on the pre-listed parameters and then provided spot feedback
for improvement.
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Sri Vignesh Vidhyalaya Senior Secondary School Trichy brought
50 teachers to the JIM Campus to give them hands on training in
communicative competence and classroom management on 17th
September 2022. The teachers were given input on work life
balance, multiple intelligence, handling students’ emotions, and
developing positive student relationship. 
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A MDP program on Enhancing customer service for customer
Service Staff of Professional Couriers Trichy was conducted
on the 21st Sept 22 between 3 and 6 PM at JIM Campus. 18
employees were given inputs by JIM faculty on telephone and
email etiquette, customer satisfaction and engagement. 

The final year students as a tradition, went for pilgrimage to
Poondi Madha Basillica on 24th September 2022. JIM faculty
and staff accompanied the students. Together they offered their
prayer for the successful placements and interview process. 

117 I year MBA students visited Leap Academy and Vanaprastha situated in Coimbatore for the
Out Bound Learning between 15th September and 17th September to build their confidence and
interpersonal skills. This practical learning experience not only gave them team management
strategies but also taught them lessons for life.
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KUDOS TO OUR JIMITES

We are happy to share that our I MBA student B. Hariharan
represented Tamilnadu in the national level boxing meet conducted by
the Central Government of India in Indore, Madhya Pradesh and won

the silver medal. Hearty congratulations to our student. 

Our II MBA students Nikhalya Sri,
 Tony Richard and Mathesh  represented JIM
in the Virtual case competition conducted by
the Centre for Business Ethics and Corporate

Governance of LIBA, Chennai.They secured a
"Runner up" position and a cash award of

Rs.5000. Kudos to our Jimites.
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JIM INVITES YOU
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�ற�  4 7 0

         எ�ளாத  எ�ணி�  ெசய�ேவ���  த�ேமா�

         ெகா�ளாத  ெகா�ளா�  உல� .

 

த�  த�த����  ெபா��தாத  வழி�ைறகைள�

 ெச�தா�  ம�க�  அைத  இக�வ� ;  அதனா�  ம�க�

இகழாத  வழி�ைறகைள  எ�ணி�  ெச�ய  ேவ��� .

 

Translation:

Plan and perform no work that others  may

despise ;

What misbeseems a  king the world will  not

approve as  wise .

 

Explanation:

Let  a  man reflect ,  and do things which bring

no reproach;  the world will  not approve ,

with him,  of  things which do 

not become of  his  position to adopt .
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Thirukkural

E d i t o r i a l  T e a m

 J M Mahima Therese |22PBA129
A Faizal |22PBA140 

M Kokilavarshini |22PBA206 
 M K S Mirithun Jayan |22PBA211 Rev Fr I Antony Inico SJ

Administrator, JIM

Ms Sahaya Restina James 
Assistant Professor

Management Concepts
in
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